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Introduction

This document provides instructions for participants of ICME 2020 Grand Challenge “Encoding in
the Dark”. It describes the test sequences, coding conditions, anchors and evaluation methodology.
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Purpose and Procedure

Low light scenes often come with acquisition noise, which not only disturbs the viewers, but it also
brings special characteristics to video compression. These type of videos are often encountered in
cinema as a result of artistic perspective or the nature of a scene. Other examples include shots of
wildlife (e.g. mobula rays at night in Blue Planet II), concerts and shows, surveillance camera footage
and more. Inspired by all above, we are proposing a challenge on encoding low-light captured videos.
This challenge intends to identify technology that improves the perceptual quality of compressed lowlight videos beyond the current state of the art performance of the most recent coding standards,
such as HEVC, AV1, VVC etc. Moreover, this will offer a good opportunity for both experts in the
fields of video coding and image enhancement to address this problem.
To evaluate the proposed compression algorithms, formal objective and subjective assessments
will be performed. Results of these assessments will be made public (although no direct identification
of the proponents). Each team will be requested to deliver by the given timeline: i) bitstreams with
pre-defined maximum target rates for a given set of sequences and their corresponding reconstructed
YUV files, ii) a short report describing their contribution (if they do not want to submit a conference
paper or have already submitted one in ICME2020 as a regular submission), and iii) a software
executable for running the proposed methodology and for decoding the submitted bitstreams.
Participants are also encouraged to submit a paper for publication in the proceedings, and the best
performers shall be prepared to present a summary of the underlying technology during the ICME
session. More details will be released with the instructions to each participant after registration.

2.1

Conditions

Participants must register via email for communication. The condition is that each team should
have at least one student. After the registration, the participants will receive instructions and will
be granted access to the test sequences, the anchor bitstreams and a recommendation of objective
quality metric. Each team will be requested to deliver i) bitstreams with pre-defined maximum target
rates for a given set of sequences, ii) a short report describing their contribution (if they do not want to
submit a conference paper or have already submitted one in ICME2020 as a regular submission), and
iii) a software executable for running the proposed methodology and for reconstructing the decoded
videos by the given timeline.
Participants are also encouraged to submit a paper for publication in the proceedings, and the best
performers shall be prepared to present a summary of the underlying technology during the ICME
session. More details will be released with the instructions to each participant after registration.
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2.2

Timeline

• Availability of detailed instructions, data and tools for participants: 15/12/2019
• Submission of encoded material: 13/03/2020
• Submission of Grand Challenge Papers: 13/03/2020
• Notification of Grand Challenge finalists to present in the Special Session: 15/04/2020
• Notification of Acceptance of Grand Challenge Papers: 15/04/2020
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Test sequences

The test dataset contains 6 FHD (1920×1080), 5 seconds YUV sequences with 10 bits depth and
420 colour sampling. All of the sequences except for Campfire (30fps) are at 60fps. The detailed
list of the test dataset is reported in Fig 1. These uncompressed YUV files can be download from
https://ieee-dataport.org/competitions/encoding-dark.

S1: ElFuente-Palacio [1]

S2: ElFuente-Cars [1]

S3: ElFuente-Cyclist [1]

S4: Chimera-Dinner [2]

S5: Campfire [3]

S6: SmokeClear [4]

Figure 1: Sample frames from the test dataset.
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Coding conditions

We have followed the coding constraint case in JVET Joint Call for Proposals on Video Compression with Capability beyond HEVC [5]:
• No more than 16 frames of structural delay, e.g. “group of pictures” (GOP) of 16;
• A random access interval of 1.1 seconds or less - defined as 32 pictures or less for a video
sequence with a frame rate of 30 frames per second, 64 pictures or less for a video sequence
with a frame rate of 64 frames per second;
Submissions shall include encoding results for all specified number of frames for all six video
sequences, and for the target bit rate listed in Table 1. The bitrates were selected so that the perceived
quality of the encoded anchor bitstreams will uniformly cover the quality scale from ”Poor” up to
”Good”. This will enable participants to make significant quality enhancement with the aim to reach
the quality lossless range. The bitrates of bitstreams should not exceed the target rate points by 3%.
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Table 1: Test sequences and target bit rate points (in kbps).
No.

Target bit rates [kbps]

Sequences

Rate1

Rate2

Rate3

Rate4

100

170

300

500

S1

ElFuente-Palacio

S2

ElFuente-Cars

85

150

280

540

S3

ElFuente-Cyclist

70

120

210

400

S4

Chimera-Dinner

50

70

100

200

S5

Campfire

640

1300

2500

4500

S6

SmokeClear

220

400

700

1400

The participants are not encouraged to optimise encoding parameters using non-automatic approaches, or optimise coding parameters/tools only for the six test sequences.
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Anchors

Anchor results are generated using the VVC VTM 7.0 software, which uses static quantisation
parameter (QP) configurations. A one-time change of QP, through the Encoder parameter of QPIncrementFrame (-qpif) in VTM, may be used to achieve the defined target bit rates for some bitstreams.
The anchor results will provide useful benchmarks in both objective and subjective assessments.
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Results uploading

All the required submission results should be uploaded to https://ieee-dataport.org/competitions/
encoding-dark by the due date. The required submission results should include:
• encoded bitstreams at the target bit rate points (see Table 1);
• “.csv” file with objective quality metrics computed on the submitted results;
• software executable that can reproduce the submitted results.
Regarding the submissions, the participants should add their participant id: PXX (the number will
be emailed individually) in all the files they will submit. The participants should follow the same name
convention for the uploaded files, similar to the originals and the anchor bitstreams. Particularly, for
the bitstreams it should comply with the following:
PXX SequenceName Resolution Framerate Bitdepth Colorsampling RatePoint,
where PXX the participant number, SequenceName Resolution Framerate Bitdepth Colorsampling
should be the same as in the respective original sequence, and RatePoint should be Rate1, Rate2,
Rate3 or Rate4, as mentioned in Table 1. For example, for participant P09 the bitstream encoded at
the fourth rate point for the first sequence should be named like this:
P09 S1ElFuente-Palacio 1920x1080 60fps 10bit 420 Rate4.yuv.
The participants are encouraged to perform their own objective metrics computation as well as
the BD metrics. For the computation of the objective metrics, we suggest the participants to use
the VMAF software package: https://github.com/Netflix/vmaf. We expect “.csv” files with the
computed PSNR-YUV and VMAF to be submitted, as well.
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6.1

Instructions for uploading results to IEEEDataPort

1. Go to https://ieee-dataport.org/competitions/encoding-dark
2. Hit ‘Submit an Analysis’. You may be asked to log-in or register for a free IEEE account.
3. Select ‘Metadata’ tab and fill in ‘Title’ and ‘Analysis Author(s)’. ‘Original Dataset’ should
already been filled with Encoding in the Dark.
4. Select ‘Abstract’ tab and add the abstract.
5. Review Terms of Use and tick the box for ‘I Agree to to IEEE Dataport Terms of Service’
6. Hit ‘Submit an Analysis’ at the bottom of the page
7. Hit ‘Upload Your Files’ to go to ‘Scripts and Data’ tab.
8. At ‘RESULTSET FILE(S)’, choose file you want to upload. You may not allow to upload the yuv
file. Please zip it first and your filename should not include ‘.yuv’.
9. Finally, hit ‘Submit an Analysis’ again.
More information at https://ieee-dataport.org/instructions-uploading-analysis-results.
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Evaluation Process

The evaluation process will be performed by the organisers and will be structured in two phases.
In the first phase, the organisers will verify the validity of the deliverables, will compute objective metrics and compare against other proponents’ bitstreams and benchmarks (VTM/HM/AV1). The best
proponents will be continue in the second phase where a subjective evaluation will be performed. The
top-5 proponents will be invited and expected to present their work in the respective to the Challenge
Special Session in ICME2020. The winners will be announced during that Special Session, where
the organisers will present a detailed report of the evaluation process.
In summary the evaluation process will be performed in two phases, as briefly described below:
• Phase I:
– Anonymization of the deliverables.
– Verification of delivered executables on the test and hidden dataset.
– Computation of objective video quality metrics, PSNR (PSNR-Y, PSNR-U, PSNR-V, PSNRYUV), and VMAF. Also, Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) metrics will be computed.
– Significance tests between proponents’ bitstreams and against benchmarks will be performed.
• Phase II:
– Top-5 proponents from Phase I will make it in this second phase.
– Subjective tests will be performed.
– Statistical tests on the significance of differences between the anchor and the submitted
proposals will be performed.
– The top-5 proponents will be invited and expected to present their work in the respective
to the Challenge Special Session.
– The winners will be announced during the Special Session in ICME2020, where the organisers will present the results from the evaluation methodology.
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Contacts

For any issues related to instructions and submission, please contact Ms. Alexandra Malyugina
(alex.malyugina@bristol.ac.uk).
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